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About This Game

A Video Game About a Woman Talking to the Police

Her Story is the award winning video game from Sam Barlow, creator of Silent Hill: Shattered Memories and Aisle. A crime
fiction game with non-linear storytelling, Her Story revolves around a police database full of live action video footage. It stars

Viva Seifert, actress and one half of the band Joe Gideon and the Shark.

How does it work?

Her Story sits you in front of a mothballed desktop computer that’s logged into a police database of video footage. The footage
covers seven interviews from 1994 in which a British woman is interviewed about her missing husband. Explore the database by

typing search terms, watch the clips where she speaks those words and piece together her story.

Unlike anything you've played before, Her Story is an involving and moving experience. A game that asks you to listen.
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Title: Her Story
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Sam Barlow
Publisher:
Sam Barlow
Release Date: 24 Jun, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP+

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512MB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,Japanese
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I was going to review this game but sadly I erased my memory of the experience and stored it in a holocube which I
purposefully lost...

I'm guessing it was bad though.. This is a really great expansion. It features a huge amount of new buildings. You can finally
make big, realistic university campuses. Thanks for the hard work, greetings from my friend Fiat Multipla :D. Interface not
adapted, it is the same application as on android and ios.
The photos did not work .. in short I stay on my mobile applications. I got refund.. Difficult and engaging enough that you will
lose more hours playing than you thought.. I enjoyed this. It's different yet the same. It is linear with not a lot of side action, but
the side action does reveal more of the story and is not hard to find. Needs to be longer though! Would like to see more. 8\/10.
That was... odd. It was an entertaining 5 minute game but most certainly not worth what the price says. Charming and cute
puzzler.
Gets a bit tricky by the end, but not super hard.

I'd like to see a sequel with some more level features!. couldn't get it to work. old but gold
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It's a great game, but it bugs out on the Vive Pro. Developers don't respond to support requests or posts on the community
forum. Would not recommend anything from this dev, and definitely do not purchase this if you have a Vive Pro.. I'm just going
to not recommend this only because there is no mixed and for me personally this is not doing it. I can see others enjoying this
dlc.

If you are the type of person that enjoys this game making good looking cites and\/or a casual experience then yes its good. The
campus areas are more of the same from parklife and industries. The buildings look great and this opens the doors for some
amazing looking college focused cities and towns.

I play this game mainly for the traffic and city management... maybe I'm just playing this game wrong because it seems like the
devs don't play this way. Building a campus in a city will pretty much print you money. I right now in my current city have a
small Campus about 4k students and it generates me 11k profit on hard mode. I feel like this dlc breaks even more the already
broken balance in this game. They keep adding these mini game like dlcs while some of the core game play mechanics like tax
rates and unemployment that are still left pointless or underwhelming.

I very much enjoy other paradox games like ck2, eu4, and even surviving mars for there layer mechanics and challenging game
play. This game falls flat is very easy and quite boring (traffic is great tho). I would very much like to see some cities politics,
state\/national relations, and some city related crisis out side disasters like economic depressions. This dlc is a glaring example
of balance and gameplay being put on the back burner for a more toy model city like game (not that there is anything wrong
with that if you like that).. I was really enjoying this. But whatever you do, do not waste your 5 bucks on this. Buy a
cheeseburger instead.

It crashes once you complete the sock in the first scene.. Not a Happy Camper guys...I ordered this on Steam as I enjoy games
like this. Problem is, no matter what I do, I can't log in ! I got in once a couple of days ago, but after that, no luck. I've tried
logging in from my PC shortcut AND from within Steam. it just....don't. I do not have this problem with other Steam games.
Seems ya'll still have a bug or two on the loose. I Want to like this game...but so far no joy.. Nice Game !

Survey Results & Preview of Next Patch:
Dear Community,

it's been about a month since I started the survey. I got 30 results at this point and would like to share the results with you (If you
still want to fill out the survey, feel free to do so. I will continue to read the feedback I get.)

Survey Results:. v1.11 (20th Novemeber) Hotfix:
This is just a small patch to fix some bugs.
Changelog:

 Fixed broken sound file for German version (Level 19)

 Fixed broken level file (Level 22)

 Easy Resolution Change: There is now a checkbox in the launcher, where you can overwrite your game resolution. This
will overwrite the saved resolution with the maximum for your screen. This is useful when sharing a profile over
multiple computers with different screen resolutions.

 Gameplay, Cybotic costs cap now at 30 (not 25).

 Bugfix of the Virus (CUR Special Ability). It now also lasts until the end of game.

 Pressing some keys on the menu screen no longer cause an error message.

. v1.16 (24th August):
Changelog
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 Selecting units in an area is no longer limited to military units only. If you draw a rectangle and there are no military
units inside, then a civil unit in the area will be selected. (In otherwords, you no longer are forced to click on your
building units, you can also select them now with a rectangle.)

 Fixed missing file bug in "Sniper" challenge

 Automatically selects first level when starting the campaign (comfort change for new players)

 Music is now a bit less loud.

. v1.15 (25th July):
Changelog

 Small Improvement to Ixir AI.

 "New units" can now be send through the portal in multiplayer ("new units" refers to the ones of patch 1.1).

. Survey:
Dear Players,

it would be really nice if you could fill out this suvery[frudelsoft.typeform.com] about the game.It will only take 3-5 minutes
and is going to be an essential part for future development.
I am thankful about every single answer I get!

Greets knittely (Frudelsoft Developer). v1.02 (4th August 2016):
Changelog:

 Adjustable minimap size and minimap symbol size. (Minimap is now by default twice as big as before and the dots for
units are now bigger)

 Added a button to the multiplayer connecting screen to host a server.

 You can view your player statistics by clicking on your profile on the main menu (you could actually view it before, but
now I added a hint, showing that you can view it there).

 Changed the FOW vision radius. (Most military units have largely increased vision so you can actually see the battle
going on. The starting building has increased vision radius to see more nearby ressources)

 Changed Movements. Most units of one faction have now the same unit speed, so they actually go together, when
sending them as a group. (with a few exception)

 For new players the "grey map" option and "render shadows" are enabled by default. (If you don't have shadows
enabled, I recommend to activate them, because they make the game look a bit nicer.)

 Added a shortcut "T" to select all units of one kind while clicking on one.

 The options screen background is now darker, so you can read the font better.

 Slightly decreased the range of Mercoss level 4 and 5 units.

 Fixed an exploit, where you could transform Ixir units fast enough between drone and unit to "dodge" projectiles.
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Planned for next version:

 Steam Cloud Support

 Adjustable FOW quality (For realistic, it currently uses half of your screen resolution as fog resolution. I want to enable
full and quarter res, too. So you don't have to switch to none or simple, when having lots of units.)
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